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1. What researcher discovered through evidence-based touch point testing that healthcare facility surfaces are constantly not being cleaned in accordance to CDC/EPA certified cleaning modalities?
   a. Clifford McDonald
   b. George HW Bush
   c. Judene M Bartley

2. What is the percentage of increase in change of infection for patients that having occupied a patient room after a patient in the room had HIA/ MRSA?
   a. 73%
   b. 25%
   c. 89%

3. What surface type often used in healthcare has no EPA Certified Blood Bourne Pathogen disinfection cleaning method?
   a. Laminate Surfaces
   b. Plush Surfaces – ie. Carpet and textiles
   c. Vinyl Surfaces

4. Vancomycin-resistant enterocci (VRC) survive factory approved cleaning methods allowing VRC to transfer to hands that touch the surface on what surface type surface?
   a. Vinyl Upholstery
   b. Aluminum Surfaces
   c. Textiles Fabrics
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5. What document outlines the characteristics for the selection of surfaces and furnishings in Healthcare design and construction?
   a. IBC
   b. FGI Guidelines
   c. ASHREA

6. What surface is not a preferred surface characteristic for Health surface selection?
   a. Porous
   b. Durable
   c. Slip resistant

7. What US healthcare organization performed a 90 day sustainable flooring and cleaning method performance test?
   a. Cleveland Clinic
   b. Stanford Health Care
   c. Johns Hopkins Health System

8. What is the most important performance impacting characteristic of Organic Chemistry surface materials you need to remember?
   a. They have the inherent ability to decay
   b. They are just like humans
   c. They are better for the environment

9. When designing a surface assembly system that will be exposed to water what material construction type seals and resists reinfection of the surfaces when wet?
   a. Marine grade plywood
   b. Solid surface materials
   c. Lamination with vinyl edge

10. What organic chemistry coating for wood surfaces is susceptible to decay when cleaned with EPA certified Bio-cidal cleaners?
    a. Ethanol
    b. Methane
    c. Urethane
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